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What to expect from this presentation?
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Features of PANDA

Overall physics ambitions

Focus: “Phase One”

Focus: baryon studies from |S|=0-3

Touch the “beyond” Phase One
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Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research
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FAIR Construction Site 
• Good progress despite pandemic! 

 

K. Götzen Resolve Nature of χc1(3872) with PANDA 10 



Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research
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NUSTAR

PANDAPillars 
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PANDA      

SIS100
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Cryring
Super 
FRS

SIS18

ESR

▪ ESFRI Landmark near Frankfurt, Germany 
▪ Top priority for European Nuclear Physics Community 
▪ Driver for Innovation in Science and Technology 
▪ 3000 researchers (200 institutes, 53 countries)



High Energy Storage Ring - precision antiprotons
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MSV-HESR mode (Phase-1+2) 
• Momentum range: 1.5 -15 GeV/c 
• Stochastic cooling: dp/p<5x10-5 
• Accumulation: 1010 antiprotons in 1000 s 
• Luminosity up to 2x1031 cm-2s-1

+RESR (Phase-3)

2x1032 cm-2s-1
1011 antiprotons



14/01/2015 Frank Nerling Charmonium Spectroscopy with PANDA at FAIR 

PANDA Physics Programme 

Anti-Proton ANnihilation in DArmstadt 
 
• Meson spectroscopy 

!  Light mesons 
!  Charmonium 
!  Exotic states: 
     glue-balls, hybrids,  
      molecules / multi-quarks 

•  (Anti-) Baryon production 
• Nucleon structure 
• Charm in nuclei 
• Strangeness physics 

!  hypernuclei, 
!  S = -2 nuclear system  
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Versatility of antiprotons

Large mass-scale coverage 
  - center-of-mass energies from 2 to 5.5 GeV 
  - from light, strange, to charm-rich hadrons 
  - from quark/gluons to hadronic degrees of freedom

High hadronic production rates 
  - charm+strange factory -> discovery by statistics! 
  - gluon-rich production -> potential for new exotics 
  - good perspectives already at “Day-One"!

Access to large spectrum of JPC states 
  - direct formation of all conventional JPC states  
  - large sensitivity to high spin states

Systematic and precise tool to rigorously study the dynamics of QCD

Associated hadron-pair production 
  - access to hidden-strange/charm hadrons 
  - tagging possibilities 
  - near thresh.: good resolution and low background
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PANDA physics overview

Nucleon Structure 

Generalized parton distributions 

Drell Yan process 

Time-like form factors

BESIII, COMPASS, EIC, JLAB, … 

Spectroscopy 

Hidden/open-charm states 

Gluon-rich QCD states 

Light-meson systems

BELLEII, BESIII, COMPASS, 
JLAB, LHCb, …  

Nuclear Physics 

Hadrons in nuclei 

Hyperon-nucleon dynamics 

Hyper-atoms and nuclei

CBM, HYPHI, JPARC, … 

Strangeness  

Strange baryon spectroscopy 

Hyperon production & polarization 

Hyperon transition form factors

BESIII, JLAB, JPARC, HADES, 
MAMI, ELSA, … 

Bound States 
and Dynamics 

of QCD

LIGHTSTRANGECHARM
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 Staging of PANDA
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Physics Staging at PANDA
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Day-
One

• Startup 
detector

• 0.5 pb-1

Phase 1

• Startup 
detector

• 0.5 fb-1

Phase 2

• Full detector
• 1 fb-1

Phase 3

• Full detector
• 10 fb-1

+ RESR
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Day-
One

• Startup 
detector

• 0.5 pb-1

Phase 1

• Startup 
detector

• 0.5 fb-1

Phase 2

• Full detector
• 1 fb-1

Phase 3

• Full detector
• 10 fb-1

+ RESR

• 5 pb-1

Today: Phase 0



 Physics staging at PANDA
p Production Cross Sections 

K. Götzen Oct 2012, GSI 13 
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p Production Cross Sections 

K. Götzen Oct 2012, GSI 14 
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Cross section expectations for: 
 
• Glueballs, light hybrids 
• rates comparable to  
  light hadrons 

 
• Charmed hybrids/molecules 
• rates comparable to  
  charmed hadrons 
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PANDA “full” setup

PANDA – Full Setup

p
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Not shown: modular 
hypernuclei detector
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PANDA “startup” setup

PANDA – Phase 1 Setup
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Bound States 
and Dynamics 

of QCD Nuclear Physics 

Hadrons in nuclei 

Hyperon-nucleon dynamics 

Hyper-atoms and nuclei

CBM, HYPHI, JPARC, … 

PANDA physics overview
LIGHTSTRANGECHARM
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Strangeness  

Strange baryon spectroscopy 

Hyperon production & polarization 

Hyperon transition form factors

BESIII, JLAB, JPARC, HADES, 
MAMI, ELSA, … 

Spectroscopy 

Hidden/open-charm states 

Gluon-rich QCD states 

Light-meson systems

BELLEII, BESIII, COMPASS, 
JLAB, LHCb, …  

Nucleon Structure 

Generalized parton distributions 

Drell Yan process 

Time-like form factors

BESIII, COMPASS, EIC, JLAB, … 
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...a well filled nucleon structure 
program                     

 Electromagnetic form factors

 Generalized Distribution 
Amplitudes

- Timelike  Compton scattering

- Hard exclusive meson 
production

- Transition DAs 

 Drell Yan Process 

γ
*γ

γ
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PANDA- the structure of the proton

Time-like Electromagnetic Form Factors 
(lepton pair production)

Transition Distribution Amplitudes  
(meson production)

Transverse Parton Distribution Functions 
(Drell-Yan production)

Generalised Distribution Amplitudes 
(time-like Compton, hard exclusive 
processes)
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arXiv:1606.01118

arXiv:1409.0865
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Electromagnetic form factors

Sachs                    GM  =  F1+F2
Form Factors        GE  =  F1+τF2

Dirac / Pauli

dσ

d cosθ
~ 1/q2 [|GM|2 (1+cos2 θ) + |GE|2/τ sin2 θ]

 q2

4M2=τ

14



Analytical nature of form factors

Time-like Electromagnetic Form Factors 
(lepton pair production) arXiv:1606.01118
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Figure 1: Tree-level contributing diagram to p̄p ! l+l!.

requires high performance PID detectors and precise mo-
mentum measurement. For example, the information from
the electromagnetic shower induced by di!erent charged
particles in an electromagnetic calorimeter does play an
important role for the electron identification. The kin-
ematic selection suppresses contributions from hadronic
channels with more than two particles in the final states,
as well as events with secondary particles originating from
the interaction of primary particles with the detector ma-
terial. A kinematic selection is also very e"cient in sup-
pressing the neutral pions, as discussed in Refs. [11, 18].
Note that the cross section of neutral pion pair produc-
tion, !0!0, is ten times smaller than that of !+!!.

2.1 The signal reaction

The expression of the hadron electromagnetic current for
the p̄p annihilation into two leptons is derived assuming
one-photon exchange. The diagram which contributes to
the tree-level amplitude is shown in Fig. 1. The internal
structure of the hadrons is then parametrized in terms
of two FFs, which are complex functions of q2, the four
momentum squared of the virtual photon. For the case of
unpolarized particles the di!erential cross section has the
form [15]:

d"

d cos #
=

!$2

2%s

!

(1 + cos2 #)|GM |2 + 1

&
sin2 #|GE |2

"

,(3)

where % =
#

1" 1/& , & = s/(4m2), $ is the electromag-
netic fine-structure constant, and m is the proton mass.
This formula can be also written in equivalent form as [19]:

d"
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$

1 +A cos2 #
%

, (4)

where "0 is the value of the di!erential cross section at
# = !/2 and A is the angular asymmetry which lies in the

range "1 # A # 1, and can be written as a function of
the FFs ratio as:

"0 =
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where R = |GE |/|GM |.
The fit function defined in Eq. (4) can be reduced to a

linear function (instead of quadratic) where "0 and A are
the parameters to be extracted from the experimental an-
gular distribution. In the case of R = 0, the minimization
procedure based on MINUIT has problems to converge,
while the asymmetry A varies smoothly in the considered
q2 interval. Therefore, it is expected to reduce instabilit-
ies and correlations in the fitting procedure. The angular
range where the measurement can be performed is usually
restricted to | cos #| # c̄, with c̄ = cos #max.

The integrated cross section, "int, is:
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The total cross section, "tot, corresponds to c̄ = 1:
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Being known the total cross section, one can define an
e!ective FF as:

|Fp|2 =
3%s"tot
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or from the integrated cross section, as:
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which is equivalent to the value extracted from cross sec-
tion measurements, assuming |GE | = |GM |.

Literature o!ers several parameterizations of the pro-
ton FFs (see Refs. [20, 21]). The world data are illustrated
in Fig. 2. In Ref. [11] two parameterizations were con-
sidered. Cross section parameters are extracted from ex-
perimental data of the integrated cross section. BABAR
data [22, 23] suggest a steeper decrease with s.

The Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD) inspired para-
meterization of |GE,M | is based on an analytical extension
of the dipole formula from the SL to the TL region and
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Electromagnetic form factors

Sachs                    GM  =  F1+F2
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Time-like Electromagnetic Form Factors 
(lepton pair production)

R = |GE |/|GM |
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EPJA 52 325 (2016)

R =
|GE |
|GM |
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Alaa Dbeyssi

Phase-1		
pp à	e+e-	 	@1.5	GeV/c	 	~	220/day	
pp à	e+e-	 	@3.3	GeV/c				~	10/day	
pp à	μ+μ-	 	@1.5	GeV/c 	~	170/day	
Day-1	
pp à	e+e-π0	 	@1.5	GeV/c	 	~	3’500/day	

BES3	 PANDA	P1	P1+P2	P3	
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Results for Phase-3 (L=2 fb-1) 

�  Results$are$approved$
�  Journal$paper$has$been$finalized$

(currently$under$internal$review)$
�  To$be$submiLed$to$the$PANDA$Pub.$

Com.$within$the$next$weeks$
�  Target$journal:$EPJA$
$
Iris%Zimmermann%at%al.,%HIM%

pp→ µ+µ−

3$

Time-like Electromagnetic Form Factors 
(lepton pair production)
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Analytical nature of form factors
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µ�

µ+

Features:
• Lepton universality
• Radiative corrections

EPJA 57, 30 (2021); arXiv:2006.16363Iris Zimmermann, Alaa Dbeyssi



Form factors from space to time-like region
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Space-like vs. time-like FF’s
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10Space-like  and  time-like are related by dispersion theory!
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Form factors from space to time-like region
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Phase-1		
pp à	e+e-	 	@1.5	GeV/c	 	~	220/day	
pp à	e+e-	 	@3.3	GeV/c				~	10/day	
pp à	μ+μ-	 	@1.5	GeV/c 	~	170/day	
Day-1	
pp à	e+e-π0	 	@1.5	GeV/c	 	~	3’500/day	
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Space-like vs. time-like FF’s
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10Space-like  and  time-like are related by dispersion theory!
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Hadrons in nuclei 

Hyperon-nucleon dynamics 

Hyper-atoms and nuclei

CBM, HYPHI, JPARC, … 

PANDA physics overview
LIGHTSTRANGECHARM
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Spectroscopy 

Hidden/open-charm states 

Gluon-rich QCD states 

Light-meson systems
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Nucleon Structure 

Generalized parton distributions 

Drell Yan process 

Time-like form factors
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Strangeness  

Strange baryon spectroscopy 
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Exploring the hyperon sector

What happens if  
we replace one of the 

light quarks in the proton 
with one - or many - 
heavier quark(s)? 

proton 

Λ Σ0 

Ξ- Ω- 

Key question in hyperon physics: 

22

Courtesy: Karin Schoenning



Hyperon dynamics
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Hyperon production

Strong production dynamics

• Relevant degrees of freedom?

• Strange versus charm sector?

• Role of spin?

28

Courtesy: Karin Schoenning



Advantages of PANDA

• Measured cross sections of ground-state hyperons in  ҧ𝑝𝑝 → ത𝑌𝑌 1-100 μb*.
• Excited hyperon cross sections should to be similar to those of ground-states**.

→ Large expected production rates!
18

T. Johansson, AIP Conf. Proc. of LEAP 2003, p. 95.

* Mainly PS185 @ LEAR. Review by E. Klempt et al., Phys. Rept. 368 (2002) 119-316
**V. Flaminio et al., CERN-HERA 84-01

PANDA is a hyperon factory!
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Table 2: Results from simulation studies of the various production reactions of ground state hy-
perons. The efficiencies are exclusive, i.e. all final state particles are reconstructed.

pp (GeV/c) Reaction � (µb) Eff (%) Decay S/B Rate (s�1)
at 1031cm�2s�1

1.64 pp ! ⇤⇤ 64.0 [82] 15.7 ⇤ ! p⇡� 114 44
1.77 pp ! ⌃

0
⇤ 10.9 [82] 5.3 ⌃0 ! ⇤� > 11 (90% C.L.) 2.4

6.0 pp ! ⌃
0
⇤ 20.0 [91] 6.1 ⌃0 ! ⇤� 21 5.0

4.6 pp ! ⌅
+
⌅� 1.0 [77] 8.2 ⌅� ! ⇤⇡� 274 0.3

7.0 pp ! ⌅
+
⌅� 0.3 [77] 7.9 ⌅� ! ⇤⇡� 165 0.1

4.6 pp ! ⌅
⇤+

⌅� 1 7.9 ⌅̄⇤ ! ⇤K > 19 (90% C.L.) 0.2
⌅� ! ⇤⇡�

angle. In each bin, the polarization Pn and spin correlations Cij were reconstructed. The resulting
polarization distribution is shown in panel a) of Figure 8 with acceptance corrections and in panel
b) with the acceptance-independent method. The polarization distributions extracted with the two
independent methods agree with each other and with the input distribution which is reassuring.
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Figure 8: (a) Average polarization of the ⇤/⇤̄. (b) Average of the polarisations reconstructed
without any acceptance correction. The vertical error bars are statistical uncertainties only. The
horizontal bars are the bin widths. The red solid line mark the input polarization as a function of
cos ✓⇤

In the same way, spin observables of the ⌅� hyperons were studied at both 4.6 GeV/c and 7.0
GeV/c. The number of signal events were 7.2 · 104 and 6.7 · 104, respectively, samples that can be
collected within a few days during Phase One. The resulting polarization as a function of cos ✓⌅
obtained at each energy are shown in Figure 9. The singlet fractions were calculated from the spin
correlations and are shown in Figure 10. A singlet fraction of 0 means that all ⌅�⌅̄+ states are
produced in a spin triplet state, a fraction of 1 means they are all in a singlet state, and a fraction
of 0.25 means the spins are completely uncorrelated. In Ref. [79], the singlet fraction is predicted
to be 0 for forward-going ⌅̄+ and closer to 1 in the backward region. This is in contrast to the
single-strange case when the singlet fraction is almost independent of the scattering angle. The
results of the simulations shown in Figure 10 indicate that the uncertainties in the singlet fraction
will be modest at all scattering angles, which enables a precise test of the prediction from Ref.
[79].

5.2 Hyperon Spectroscopy
In light and strange baryon spectroscopy, we search for answers the following questions: i) to which
extent do the excitation spectra of baryons consisting of u, d, s follow the systematics of SU(3)
flavour symmetry? ii) which degrees of freedom are relevant for the excitation modes of baryons?
iii) how important is the dynamics in baryon-meson systems? iv) are there exotic baryon states,

15

Hyperon production prospects with PANDA

New simulation studies of single- and double-strange hyperons*:

• Exclusive measurements of
– ҧ𝑝𝑝 → ഥΛΛ, Λ → 𝑝π−, ഥΛ → ҧ𝑝π+.
– ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΣ0Λ, Λ → 𝑝π−, തΣ0 → ഥΛγ, ഥΛ → ҧ𝑝π+.
– ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΞ+Ξ−, Ξ− → Λ𝜋−, Λ → 𝑝π−, തΞ+ → ഥΛ𝜋+, ഥΛ → ҧ𝑝π+.

• Ideal pattern recognition and PID
• Background using Dual Parton Model

30

* By W. Ikegami-Andersson (talk at FAIRNESS 2019)
and G. Perez Andrade  (Master Thesis, Uppsala 2019)

pbeam (GeV/c) Reaction σ (μb) ε (%) Rate
@ 1031 cm-2s-1

S/B Events
/day

1.64 ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΛΛ 64.0 16.0 44 s-1 114 3.8∙ 106

1.77 ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΣ0Λ 10.9 5.3 2.4 s-1 >11** 207 000

6.0 ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΣ0Λ 20 6.1 5.0 s-1 21 432 000

4.6 ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΞ+Ξ− ~1 8.2 0.3-1 274 26000

7.0 ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΞ+Ξ− ~0.3 7.9 0.1-1 65 8600
** 90% C.L.

Phase-1

Courtesy: Karin Schoenning
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Rich set of polarisation observables

(double) strange and charm baryons 

Explore hyperon dynamics above 4 GeV

Table 2: Results from simulation studies of the various production reactions of ground state hy-
perons. The efficiencies are exclusive, i.e. all final state particles are reconstructed.

pp (GeV/c) Reaction � (µb) Eff (%) Decay S/B Rate (s�1)
at 1031cm�2s�1

1.64 pp ! ⇤⇤ 64.0 [82] 15.7 ⇤ ! p⇡� 114 44
1.77 pp ! ⌃

0
⇤ 10.9 [82] 5.3 ⌃0 ! ⇤� > 11 (90% C.L.) 2.4

6.0 pp ! ⌃
0
⇤ 20.0 [91] 6.1 ⌃0 ! ⇤� 21 5.0

4.6 pp ! ⌅
+
⌅� 1.0 [77] 8.2 ⌅� ! ⇤⇡� 274 0.3

7.0 pp ! ⌅
+
⌅� 0.3 [77] 7.9 ⌅� ! ⇤⇡� 165 0.1

4.6 pp ! ⌅
⇤+

⌅� 1 7.9 ⌅̄⇤ ! ⇤K > 19 (90% C.L.) 0.2
⌅� ! ⇤⇡�

angle. In each bin, the polarization Pn and spin correlations Cij were reconstructed. The resulting
polarization distribution is shown in panel a) of Figure 8 with acceptance corrections and in panel
b) with the acceptance-independent method. The polarization distributions extracted with the two
independent methods agree with each other and with the input distribution which is reassuring.
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Figure 8: (a) Average polarization of the ⇤/⇤̄. (b) Average of the polarisations reconstructed
without any acceptance correction. The vertical error bars are statistical uncertainties only. The
horizontal bars are the bin widths. The red solid line mark the input polarization as a function of
cos ✓⇤

In the same way, spin observables of the ⌅� hyperons were studied at both 4.6 GeV/c and 7.0
GeV/c. The number of signal events were 7.2 · 104 and 6.7 · 104, respectively, samples that can be
collected within a few days during Phase One. The resulting polarization as a function of cos ✓⌅
obtained at each energy are shown in Figure 9. The singlet fractions were calculated from the spin
correlations and are shown in Figure 10. A singlet fraction of 0 means that all ⌅�⌅̄+ states are
produced in a spin triplet state, a fraction of 1 means they are all in a singlet state, and a fraction
of 0.25 means the spins are completely uncorrelated. In Ref. [79], the singlet fraction is predicted
to be 0 for forward-going ⌅̄+ and closer to 1 in the backward region. This is in contrast to the
single-strange case when the singlet fraction is almost independent of the scattering angle. The
results of the simulations shown in Figure 10 indicate that the uncertainties in the singlet fraction
will be modest at all scattering angles, which enables a precise test of the prediction from Ref.
[79].

5.2 Hyperon Spectroscopy
In light and strange baryon spectroscopy, we search for answers the following questions: i) to which
extent do the excitation spectra of baryons consisting of u, d, s follow the systematics of SU(3)
flavour symmetry? ii) which degrees of freedom are relevant for the excitation modes of baryons?
iii) how important is the dynamics in baryon-meson systems? iv) are there exotic baryon states,
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Hyperon production prospects with PANDA

New simulation studies of single- and double-strange hyperons*:

• Exclusive measurements of
– ҧ𝑝𝑝 → ഥΛΛ, Λ → 𝑝π−, ഥΛ → ҧ𝑝π+.
– ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΣ0Λ, Λ → 𝑝π−, തΣ0 → ഥΛγ, ഥΛ → ҧ𝑝π+.
– ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΞ+Ξ−, Ξ− → Λ𝜋−, Λ → 𝑝π−, തΞ+ → ഥΛ𝜋+, ഥΛ → ҧ𝑝π+.

• Ideal pattern recognition and PID
• Background using Dual Parton Model

30

* By W. Ikegami-Andersson (talk at FAIRNESS 2019)
and G. Perez Andrade  (Master Thesis, Uppsala 2019)

pbeam (GeV/c) Reaction σ (μb) ε (%) Rate
@ 1031 cm-2s-1

S/B Events
/day

1.64 ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΛΛ 64.0 16.0 44 s-1 114 3.8∙ 106

1.77 ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΣ0Λ 10.9 5.3 2.4 s-1 >11** 207 000

6.0 ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΣ0Λ 20 6.1 5.0 s-1 21 432 000

4.6 ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΞ+Ξ− ~1 8.2 0.3-1 274 26000

7.0 ҧ𝑝𝑝 → തΞ+Ξ− ~0.3 7.9 0.1-1 65 8600
** 90% C.L.

Phase-1

Courtesy: Karin Schoenning

of freedom [87], meson exchange [88] and a combination of the two [89] have been developed569

for single-strange hyperons. The quark-gluon approach and the meson exchange approach have570

also been extended to the multi-strange sector [90, 91, 92]. Here, the interaction requires either571

annihilation of two quark-antiquark pairs, or in the meson picture, exchange of two kaons. This572

means that the interactions occur at shorter distances which make double-strange production more573

suitable for establishing the relevant degrees of freedom. The clearest difference between the quark-574

gluon picture and the kaon exchange picture is typically found in the predictions of spin observables575

e.g. polarization and spin correlations.576

Understanding the mechanism of hyperon production is also important in order to correctly577

interpret experimental data on other aspects of hyperons. One example is recent theoretical and578

experimental studies of the hyperon structure in e+e� ! ⇤⇤̄. In Ref. [93], the time-like form579

factors GE and GM were predicted, including their relative phase �� = �(GE) � �(GM ) that580

manifests itself in a polarised final state. Different potential models were applied, using p̄p ! ⇤̄⇤581

data from PS185 [94] as input. In the model predictions for of e+e� ! ⇤⇤̄, the total cross section582

and the form factor ratio R = |GE/GM | differ very little for different potentials. However, the583

relative phase �� and hence the ⇤ polarisation showed large sensitivity. New data from BESIII [95]584

provide an independent test of the ⇤⇤̄ potentials. Another example is hyperons and antihyperons585

in atomic nuclei, where it is crucial to understand the elementary p̄p ! Ȳ Y reactions in order to586

correctly interpret data from p̄A collisions.587

Spin observables are straight-forward to measure for ground-state hyperons thanks to their588

weak, self-analyzing decays. This means that the decay products are preferentially emitted along589

the direction of spin of the parent hadron. Consider a spin 1
2 hyperon Y decaying into a spin 1

2590

baryon B and a pseudoscalar meson M . The angular distribution of the daughter baryon B is591

related to the hyperon polarization by592

I(cos ✓B) =
1

4⇡
(1 + ↵Y Py cos ✓B) (1)

as illustrated in Fig. 7 a. The ↵Y [3] is the asymmetry parameter of the hyperon decay and593

related to the interference between the parity conserving and the parity violating decay amplitudes.594

The polarization Py is production related, and therefore it depends on the CMS energy / beam595

momentum and on the hyperon scattering angle. In strong production processes, such as p̄p ! Ȳ Y ,596

with unpolarized beam and target, the polarization can be non-zero normal to the production plane,597

spanned by the incoming antiproton beam and the outgoing anti-hyperon as shown in Fig. 7 b. Spin598

correlations between the produced hyperon and anti-hyperon are also accessible [96] and from these,599

the singlet fraction can be calculated, i.e. the fraction of the produced hyperon-antihyperon pairs600

that are produced in a spin singlet state. Additional information can be obtained from hyperons601

that decay into other hyperons, e.g. the ⌅. In the sequential decay ⌅� ! ⇤⇡�,⇤ ! p⇡�, the602

additional asymmetry parameters � and � of the ⌅� hyperon are accessible via the joint angular603

distribution of the ⇤ hyperons and the protons [97, 98]. For spin 3
2 hyperons, e.g. the ⌦�, the spin604

structure is more complicated. Only considering the polarization parameters of individual spin 3
2605

hyperons, we find that spin 3
2 hyperons produced in strong processes like pp ! ⌦+⌦� have seven606

non-zero polarization parameters. Three of these can be extracted from the ⇤ angular distribution607

in the ⌦� ! ⇤K� decay [99]. The remaining four parameters can be obtained by studying the608

joint angular distribution I(✓⇤,�⇤, ✓p,�p) of the ⇤ hyperons from the ⌦� decay and the protons609

from the subsequent ⇤ decay [98].610

5.1.1 Experimental status611

The PS185 collaboration have provided a large set of high-quality data on single-strange hyperons612

[94, 100] produced in antiproton-proton annihilation. One interesting finding is that the ⇤̄⇤ pair is613

produced almost exclusively in a spin triplet state. This can be explained of the ⇤ quark structure:614

the light u and d quarks form a spin 0 di-quark, whereas the spin of the ⇤ is carried by the s quark.615

Various theoretical investigations reproduce this finding [87, 88, 89], but no model can describe616

the complete spin structure of the reaction. The models extensions into the double-strange sector617

[90, 91] and even the triple-strange ⌦ [92], have not been experimentally tested due to the lack of618

data: For ⌅� and ⌅0 from p̄p annihilations, only a few bubble-chamber events exist [101], whereas619

no studies of triple-strange hyperon production has been carried out. As a result, further progress620

of this field is still pending. New data on the spin structure of pp ! Y Y for ground-state multi-621

15

BESIII, Nature Physics 15, 631 (2019)
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Rich set of polarisation observables

(double) strange and charm baryons 

Explore hyperon dynamics above 4 GeV

Reproduce LEAR studies @1.64 GeV/c

Extend at 4 GeV/c and for |S|=2 hyperons

Day-1:

Spin correlations in |S|=1,2

Extend to |S|=3 and charm hyperons

Phase-1:
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Figure 7. Top left: Polarization of the ⇤̄ (black) and the ⇤ (open) at pbeam = 1.642 GeV/c, reconstructed using the e�ciency
dependent method with 2D e�ciency matrices. Top-right: Average values of the two reconstructed polarisations. Bottom-left:
Polarisations reconstructed using the e�ciency independent method. Bottom-right: Average of the polarisations reconstructed
with the e�ciency independent method. The vertical error bars represent statistical uncertainties, the horizontal bars the bin
widths and the solid curves the input model.

This shows that a comparison between hyperon and anti-
hyperon observables serve as a consistency check.

In Fig. 14, the spin correlations of the ⌅̄+⌅� pair
are shown at 7.0 GeV/c, reconstructed with the e�ciency
dependent method. The reconstructed distributions agree
with the input ones, indicating that the reconstruction and
analysis procedure do not impose any bias. In Fig. 15, the
C Ȳ Y

xx and C Ȳ Y
yy spin correlations are shown, reconstructed

with the e�ciency independent method. Even in this case,
the reconstructed distributions agree well with the input
models.

The singlet fractions of the ⌅̄+⌅� pair, calculated
from the spin correlations according to Eq. (9), are shown
in Fig. 16 as a function of the ⌅̄+ scattering angle. The
results show that the prospects of measuring the singlet
fraction, and thereby establish in which spin state the pro-
duced ⌅̄+⌅� is, are very good. It will also be possible to
test the predictions from Ref. [29].

7.3 Systematic uncertainties

It is hard to evaluate systematic uncertainties before the
experiment is taken into operation, since e↵ects such as
trigger e�ciencies or imperfections in tracking or in the
Monte Carlo implementation of the detector are di�cult
to estimate without real data.

In the feasibility study of electromagnetic form factors
in PANDA [73] as well as in the simulation of the foreseen
energy scan around the X(3872) [53], uncertainties in the
estimated luminosity and background constitute the most
important sources of systematics. While being very im-
portant in cross section measurements, e↵ects from the
uncertainty in the luminosity are expected to be negli-
gible in measurements of di↵erential distributions. This
is because such uncertainties should be uniformly distrib-
uted over the angles of the final state particles. Regarding
the background, the displaced decay vertices of hyperons
result in a very distinct event topology that allows for a
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Figure 8. Spin correlations of the ⇤̄⇤ pair produced at pbeam = 1.642 GeV/c. These observables were estimated with the

e�ciency dependent method, using 3D e�ciency matrices. Top-left: CȲ Y
xx , top-right: CȲ Y

yy and bottom-left: CȲ Y
zz of the ⇤̄⇤ pair.

Bottom-right: The average (CȲ Y
xz + CȲ Y

zx )/2. The vertical error bars represent statistical uncertainties, the horizontal bars the
bin widths and the solid curve the input distributions.

very strong suppression of background. Furthermore, the
cross section of the hyperon channels studied in this work
are several orders of magnitude larger than in Refs. [73]
and [53].

Non-negligible systematic e↵ects can arise from model-
dependencies in the e�ciency correction. The method of
moments introduces an uncertainty for each measured
variable that is integrated out when calculating each mo-
ment. In multi-dimensional problems like the ones presen-
ted here, this needs a thorough investigation. There-
fore, we have carried out three comparative studies: i)
between generated distributions on one hand and recon-
structed and e�ciency corrected distributions on the other
ii) between extracted hyperon and antihyperon paramet-
ers iii) between two di↵erent parameter estimation tech-
niques. Significant di↵erences only appear for the e�-
ciency independent method and are well understood since
in these cases, the necessary criteria for using the e�-
ciency independent method are not fulfilled. However, for
the high-precision studies enabled by the design luminos-

ity, it will likely be necessary to use a model-independent
method for extracting the spin observables, e.g. a Max-
imum Likelihood-based method similar to the one in Refs.
[34, 37]. For p̄p reactions, a dedicated formalism and ana-
lysis framework will be needed for this purpose.

8 Summary and discussion

The feasibility of exclusive reconstruction of two
antihyperon-hyperon reactions in the foreseen antipro-
ton experiment PANDA at FAIR has been investigated:
p̄p ! ⇤̄⇤ and p̄p ! ⌅̄+⌅�. The former has been studied
with the PS185 experiment and will be used for quality
assurance and fine-tuning of detectors, data acquisition,
reconstruction and analysis. However, even at the modest
luminosity during the start-up phase of PANDA, a world-
record sample can be collected in a few days. Furthermore,
the background can be suppressed to a very low level. This
will allow PANDA to push forward the state of the art in
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Antihyperons in nuclei @ Phase-1

Phase-1: antihyperon optical potential

Exploit abundantly produced hyperon-
antihyperon pairs near threshold

27

Momentum asymmetry measurements:

Josef Pochodzalla



Antihyperons in nuclei @ Phase-1

Phase-1: antihyperon optical potential
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Spectrum: ~12 hours of beam 
time at interaction rates 106 s-1

Exploit abundantly produced hyperon-
antihyperon pairs near threshold

First step towards hyperatom and 
hypernuclei program

Josef Pochodzalla

Striking sensitivity to potential



Hyperon spectroscopy
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?Hyperon Spectroscopy

• PDG: “[…] nothing of significance on Ξ resonances
has been added since our 1988 edition“*

• Phase-1: 20 events/s produced

• Good background suppression through tracking
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Hyperon spectroscopy

Map out the |S|=2 excited baryon spectrum

distribution of the produced cascades are isotropically generated since no experimental data exist.
The generated Dalitz plot and the ⇤K� invariant mass distribution are shown in Figure ??.

p

p

Ξ*
–

Ξ
+

Λ

Λ

K
–
 

π
+

π
–
 

p

p

π
+

Figure 11: Reaction and decay tree for the event generation

The full decay tree is shown in figure 11.
For this study 4.47445·106 signal events were generated with the event generator EvtGen [?].

Table 3: EvtGen input

Weight Reaction

0.2 ⌅ (1690)� ⌅
+

0.2 ⌅ (1690)+ ⌅�

0.2 ⌅ (1820)� ⌅
+

0.2 ⌅ (1820)+ ⌅�

0.1 ⌅
+
⇤0

K
�

0.1 ⌅� ⇤
0
K

+

The analysis was performed in the same way as in Section 6.1.2: with ideal pattern recognition,
ideal PID with additional requirements on the number of hits in order to mimic the realistic case.
The final state is required to contain p, p̄, ⇡�, ⇡+, K� and K+. The ⇤ candidates were identified
by combining p and ⇡

� into a common vertex. The invariant mass must fulfil |M(p⇡�)�m⇤| < 0.3
GeV/c2. A mass constraint fit was performed and only combinations with a probability larger than
1% in both the vertex- and the mass constraint fit, were selected for further analysis. If more than
one ⇤ or ⇤̄ was found in an event, then the one with the smallest �2 from the vertex fit was chosen.
The ⇤ (⇤̄) reconstruction efficiency was found to be 37.3% (36.8%).

The ⌅� (⌅+) candidates are identified by combining the ⇤ (⇤) candidate with the remaining
⇡
� (⇡+). The selection of ⌅� and ⌅

+ follows the same scheme as that of ⇤ and ⇤: invariant mass,
vertex fit and mass constraint fit. The reconstruction efficiency for ⌅� (⌅+) is 19.7% (19.3%).

For the reconstruction of the whole decay chain ⌅
+
⇤K

� are combined. The same is done with
⌅� ⇤K

+ for the charge conjugate channel. The resulting four-momentum vector is fitted with the
constraint to match to the initial four-momentum of the p̄p entrance channel. After the fit only
those candidates are selected which have a �

2 probability of more than 1%.
The reconstructed Dalitz plot and ⇤K� invariant mass are shown in Figure ??. The acceptance

is flat with respect to the Dalitz plot variables and the angles, which minimizes the systematics in
the planned partial wave analysis of this final state.

In order to evaluate the ⌅ and ⌅̄ resonance parameters, the ⇤K� and ⇤̄K+ mass distribu-
tions have been fitted with two Voigt functions combined with a polynomial. By comparing the

16
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c⌧ =
4.91 cm
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Hyperon spectroscopy

Map out the |S|=2 excited baryon spectrum
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Figure 12: (a) The generated Dalitz plot of the ⇤K�⌅
+ final state. The ⌅(1690)� and ⌅(1820)�

resonances show up as vertical bands.(b) The ⇤K� invariant mass of the generated data.
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Figure 13: (a) The reconstructed Dalitz plot of the ⇤K�⌅
+ final state.(b) The ⇤K� invariant

mass of the reconstructed MC data.

case. The final state is required to contain p, p̄, ⇡�, ⇡+, K� and K+. The ⇤ candidates were
identified by combining p and ⇡� into a common vertex and applying a mass window criterion. The
⌅� (⌅⇤) hyperons were identified by combining ⇤ candidates with the remaining pions (kaons).
Background was further suppress by a decay tree fit in the same way as in Section 5.1.2. The
exclusive reconstruction efficiency was found to be 5.4%. Assuming a p̄p ! ⌅̄⇤⌅ cross section of
1µb, this corresponds to a reconstruction rate of 0.2s�1 or 19000 events per day. The cross section
has never been measured, but should not be very different from that of ground-state ⌅̄+⌅� [101]
that was measured by Ref. [81] to be around 1µb.

The background was studied using a DPM sample containing 108 events and the data were
weighted assuming a total cross section of 50 mb. No background events survived the selection
criteria and we therefore conclude that on a 90% confidence level, the signal-to-background is
S/B > 19. The numbers are summarized in Table 2.

The reconstructed Dalitz plot and ⇤K� invariant mass are shown in Figure 13. The acceptance
is flat with respect to the Dalitz plot variables and the angles, which minimizes the systematics in
the planned partial wave analysis of this final state.

In order to evaluate the ⌅ and ⌅̄ resonance parameters, the ⇤K� and ⇤̄K+ mass distribu-
tions have been fitted with two Voigt functions combined with a polynomial. By comparing the
reconstructed ⇤K� and ⇤̄K+ widths to the generated ones, the mass resolution was estimated to
�M = 4.0MeV for the ⌅(1690)� and �M = 6.7MeV for the ⌅(1820)�. The obtained fit values are
shown in Table 4. In both cases, the fitted masses are in good agreement with the input values.

18

MC generator

Detector response

Detector response

Jennifer Puetz, Albrecht Gillitzer

EPJA in print, arXiv:2012.01776



Hyperon structure with PANDA@HADES
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Flagship example:

HADES with PANDA@HADES Collaboration, EPJA in print, arXiv:2010.06961 (2020)

Phase-0

PANDA Detector Components

53

HESR Magnets

Solenoid Return Yoke

Barrel EMC SliceCluster Target at COSY STT/FTS @ HADES



Bound States 
and Dynamics 

of QCD

PANDA physics overview
LIGHTSTRANGECHARM
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Spectroscopy 

Hidden/open-charm states 

Gluon-rich QCD states 

Light-meson systems

BELLEII, BESIII, COMPASS, 
JLAB, LHCb, …  

Nucleon Structure 

Generalized parton distributions 

Drell Yan process 

Time-like form factors

BESIII, COMPASS, EIC, JLAB, … 

Strangeness  

Strange baryon spectroscopy 

Hyperon production & polarization 

Hyperon transition form factors

BESIII, JLAB, JPARC, HADES, 
MAMI, ELSA, … 

Nuclear Physics 

Hadrons in nuclei 

Hyperon-nucleon dynamics 

Hyper-atoms and nuclei

CBM, HYPHI, JPARC, … 
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HYPERNUCLEI

“Tour de Force”



Strange Systems at PANDA

X-

L
L g

g

p- p-

hyperatoms

hypernuclei

X- production
pN X- X   

rescattering in 
primary target nucleus

deceleration in 
secondary target

capture of X

atomic cascade of X-

X-p LL conversion
fragmentation

 excited LL-nucleus

g-decay of LL hypernuclei

weak pionic decay

p

primary target nucleus
“Late” Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 1/ Day 1

Alicia Sanchez Lorente,  
Hyperfine Interact 213, 41 (2012) 
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Hyperatom/nucleus setup
Marcell Steinen, PhD dissertation
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Hyperatom/nucleus setup
Marcell Steinen, PhD dissertation



Hyperatoms - the basic concepts
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www.hi-jena.de
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Hyperatoms

• Hyperon puzzle in 
neutron stars

• mred,Ξ ≈ 2570 mred,e

• High initial (n,l) states
• X-ray energy to keV-MeV

→ Germanium detectors

• Radius of states: r ∝ n2

mred

→  Nuclear interaction in 
neutron rich periphery

→  Measurement of VΞ

13

Adaptation from T. Aramaki et al Astroparticle
Physics 49 (2013), pp. 52-62www.hi-jena.de

www.hi-mainz.de
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Hyperatoms - the observables
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Marcell Steinen, PhD dissertation

www.hi-jena.de
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Observables

14

𝚪𝐧𝟎+𝟏
𝐚𝐛𝐬 → 𝐘𝛄𝟐

𝚫𝐄𝐧𝟎
𝐧𝐮𝐜

𝚪𝐧𝟎
𝐚𝐛𝐬
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Hyperatoms - the expected signal
Marcell Steinen, PhD dissertation

www.hi-jena.de

www.hi-mainz.de

Event selection

• Signals after cuts (180 days): 1237 

• Signal efficiency: 0.9 %

• Background suppression : 2∙106
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www.hi-jena.de

www.hi-mainz.de

Event selection

• Signals after cuts (180 days): 1237 

• Signal efficiency: 0.9 %

• Background suppression : 2∙106

18

Based on GiBUU transport model!
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Hyperatoms - complementary experiments
Marcell Steinen, PhD dissertation

www.hi-jena.de
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Complementary experiments

31

Expected number of observed transitions
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We have follow-up ambitions!
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⌦⇤
Spectroscopy

Quadrupole moment!
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⌦� � Pb

Figure 2: The reaction topology of the p̄p ! ⌦̄+⌦�, where ⌦� ! ⇤K� and ⇤ ! p⇡
� (and c.c.).

term is the polarized part. The polarized part is given by243

⇢
L =

2j

2j + 1

LX

M=�L

Q
L
Mr

L
M (2)

where Q
L
M is a set of hermitian matrices and r

L
M the polarization parameters. For the spin 1

2244

case, the former are the Pauli matrices and the latter the vector polarization Px Py and Pz. The245

polarization parameters are related to the production mechanism and hence they depend on the246

energy and hyperon scattering angle ✓cm. At a given energy, rLM = r
L
M (✓cm). The sums are over the247

projections M of orbital angular momentum L. For a spin j = 3
2 particle, L = 0, 1, 2, 3 and M =248

0,±1,±2,±3. This means that we have fifteen 4⇥4 Q
L
M matrices [34], whose explicit expressions249

are provided in [35]. The spin density matrix depend on the r
L
M polarization parameters. Also250

here, there are fifteen di↵erent L and M combinations which means there are fifteen polarization251

parameters. However, in strong (or electromagnetic) processes, like the p̄p ! ⌦̄+⌦� reaction,252

then parity conservation imposes symmetries on Equation (2) [36]. It follows that eight out of253

the fifteen polarization parameters must be identical to zero. The density matrix then depends254

8

Spin dynamics

Stay tuned ….



Alfons Khoukaz 

First Cluster Beams (03.12.2015!)  

Erzeugung von h-Mesonen 

skimmer 

Cluster beam 

Skimmer tip 

T = 22 K, p = 17 bar T = 22 K, p = 16 bar 

Prototype Tests: Barrel 
PROTO 120: next test @ MAMI: Dec. 11-13 
•  Two 5x5 matrices 
•  APFEL-ASIC readout 
•  New mechanics, cooling 
•  Monitoring from front 
  

Stefan Diehl, JLU Giessen 

 16 J. Schwiening, December 2015 

2015:    Finalize R&D, validate design in test beam, write TDR draft. 

2016:    Finalize TDR, present at CollabMeet and submit to FAIR. 

2017-2020:  Component Fabrication, Assembly, Installation. 

•  2017:    Finalize definition of production specs, intiate tender. 

•  2017-2020:  Industrial fabrication of fused silica bars and prisms. 
     Industrial production of  photon sensors. 

•  2018-2019:  Production and QA of readout electronics at GSI/Mainz. 

•  2018-2020:  Fabrication of bar containers and mechanical support frame, 
      gluing of bars, construction of complete bar boxes. 
     Detailed scans of all sensors in Erlangen. 
     Assembly of readout modules in Mainz. 

•  2020:  Installation of mechanical support frame in PANDA  
    insert bar boxes, mount readout modules. 
   Ready as “Start Setup / Day One” detector. 

PANDA BARREL DIRC SCHEDULE 

DIRC bar with laser 

Photon sensor 

Thank you for your attention. 

Mechanics Forward Endcap EMC 
•  Backplate &support 
•  Submodules 

(alveoli,insertes, 
interface pcs.) 

•  VIP insulation ordered 
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Strangeness Studies 
with PANDA at Phase One

PANDA Detector Components

53

HESR Magnets

Solenoid Return Yoke

Barrel EMC SliceCluster Target at COSY STT/FTS @ HADES
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Solenoid Return Yoke

Barrel EMC SliceCluster Target at COSY STT/FTS @ HADES

 PANDA covers particle, hadron, and nuclear aspects 
   - quark d.o.f.: from light to heavy 
   - gluon d.o.f.: glueballs, hybrids, etc. 
   - meson-baryon d.o.f.: B-B interaction in SU(3) 

 …  is complementary and competitive 
   - unique antiproton facility 
   - versatile detector  

 … follows a staged approach  
   - driven by step-wise luminosity/detector upgrades 
   - with a broad program at each phase 

 … with a rich “strangeness” program @ Phase One

Review “PANDA Phase One”:
see arXiv:2101.11877

mailto:j.g.messchendorp@rug.nl

